Ontex is looking for a

Plant Controller

Ontex is a fast growing international company where people are the most valuable asset. To
reinforce Finance we are looking for a Plant Controller, reporting directly to Finance
Director.

Your role













Provide financial and analytical support and serve as a key business partner and advisor to
the Plant Manager and Plant Staff
Perform the monthly CO-closing of production figures of plant in SAP system on time
Analyze and accurately report the monthly plant results on time to management including
performance comparisons to plan and forecast
Lead the preparation of annual budgets and ongoing forecasts
Prepare and analyze daily, weekly, monthly manufacturing activity
Lead cost deployment activities throughout the facility
Calculate cost price of new products on the basis of specific sales requests
Check of standard product costing
Control new BOM and routines and release product costing in SAP
Provide financial requirements and follow up the capex projects
Ensure costing accurately reflect production operations

Your profile


University degree preferably in Business, Economics and Industrial Engineering
departments
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Min 5 years of experience in cost accounting/manufacturing experience
Fluency in English
Proficiency in SAP/BI and MS Office applications
Strong oral and written communication skills
Ability to research, compile, analyze and interpret data
Possess strong organization and time management skills
No military obligation for male candidates
The workplace of the position is Selimpaşa/Silivri

We offer you





Working for Ontex means working in a unique environment where local and international talent
truly work and win together; where people are encouraged to share their experiences and take
real responsibilities. Of course, you will work under the best possible conditions, where
experienced colleagues are ready to assist you.
As a leading multinational, Ontex will reward your performance according to your expertise
and potential.
If you have the drive, the talent and the individuality to push our Finance department to a
higher level, we know just the place to come and show it…

Interested?


Please send your CV and motivation letter to jobs.istanbul@ontexglobal.com before 28th
July 2017.
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